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Abstract 
 

IETF ROLL working Group standardized the IPv6 Routing protocol (RPL) for applications over low-power and lossy networks (LLNs). 

RPL constructs a Destination Oriented Direction Acyclic Graph (DODAG) to organize network topology. RPL shows fast network setup 

and good scalability. However, it may suffer from load imbalance due to diverse network traffic and heavy load on preferred or forwarding 

parents. To optimize the load balancing of routes in RPL, this paper proposes load balancing metric based routing protocol called lbRPL. 

We introduce a new routing metric for RPL called load balancing index (LBI), which exploits load balancing characteristics of RPL nodes 

to select more load balanced parents and routes. LBI includes ETX, Parent count (Pc) and Remaining Parent Energy (Pe) metrics to make 

routing decisions. Simulation results show that lbRPL improves network performance, stability and improved network life time to RPL.  
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1. Introduction 

Low power and lossy networks (LLNs) are providing innovative 

applications such as smart building [1], habitat monitoring, smart 

city [2] and industrial automation. Since LLNs are composed of 

large number of resource constrained nodes, routing is challenging 

task. Resource constraints include memory, processing power, 

power, low data rate and lossy environment. Lossy wireless com-

munication environment makes RPL network topology unstable, 

load imbalanced which result in imbalanced routing and poor per-

formance.  

In 2014, the IETF ROLL working group standardized routing re-

quirements for four application scenario: home automation (RFC 

5826), Industrial control (RFC 5673), urban environment (RFC 

5548) and building automation (RFC 5867) [3]. RPL is a distance 

vector routing protocol, in which nodes construct a Destination Ori-

ented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) by exchanging distance 

vectors from the root. On the one hand, performance evaluation of 

RPL by researchers suggest fast network setup [4] and good scala-

bility but RPL network suffers from load imbalance as shown by [5] 

and [6]. Load imbalance introduces frequent parent change which 

have adverse impact on the performance of RPL network. RPL uses 

objective function (OF) to guide nodes to select preferred parents 

and construct DODAG topology. Several routing metrics such as 

hop count and ETX are specified [7]. However, load balancing ob-

jective function are a few.   

Load Imbalance of RPL network lead to problems such as bottle 

neck, energy hole, thundering herd, early node death and poor net-

work performance. These problems can affect the RPL network 

badly if the affected nodes are one hop to the sink or root. Therefore, 

efficient load balancing mechanisms are needed to be devised to 

thwart these issues. 

In this article, we propose a load balancing metric based RPL 

(lbRPL) to select load balanced routes in LLNs. To obtain load bal-

ance in RPL, we introduce a new routing metric called load balanc-

ing index (LBI). Based on LBI, lbRPL selects load balanced nodes 

as their parents to form more load balanced routes. lbRPL calculates 

the parent count before choosing the preferred parent. Hence, LBI, 

ETX and Node remaining energy are used as a routing metric to 

build reliable routes.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents 

related work. Section III describes RPL over view and load balanc-

ing characteristics of RPL. Section IV explains LBI design and 

properties. Section V gives details on network simulation set up and 

performance evaluation. Section VI concludes the work with future 

load balancing challenges.   

2. Related Work 

In multi-hop wireless networks, choosing proper routing metric to 

discover load balanced routes pose challenges to network layer 

routing protocols. In RPL, the commonly used network layer met-

rics are hop count and ETX.  However, minimum number of hops 

or low ETX value does not necessarily provide load balancing. RPL 

also lacks load balancing performance metrics. Therefore, we need 

to design composite metrics keeping in mind node and link charac-

teristics that support load balancing. Many authors have suggested 

solutions to load balance RPL network. Their area of focus is im-

proving stability of the network, extended network life time, avoid 

bottleneck, distribute load and improved network performance. We 

list here, important works related to load balancing in RPL. In [8], 

the authors suggested queue utilization (QU-RPL). QU-RPL is de-

signed for each node to select its parent node considering the queue 

utilization of its neighbour nodes as well as their hop distances to 
an LLN border router (LBR). QU-RPL is effective in lowering 

queue losses and increasing the packet delivery ratio compared to 

the standard RPL. 
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In [9] the authors propose, Minimum Degree RPL (MD-RPL) 

which builds a minimum degree spanning tree to enable load bal-

ancing in RPL. MD-RPL modifies the original tree formed by RPL 

to decrease its degree.  

In [10], the authors proposed a load balanced routing protocol based 

on the RPL protocol (LB-RPL) to achieve balanced workload dis-

tribution in the network. LB-RPL detects workload imbalance in a 

distributed and non-intrusive fashion. It also optimizes the data for-

warding path by jointly considering both workload distribution and 

link-layer communication qualities.  

In [11], the authors designed an energy-balancing routing protocol 

that maximizes the lifetime of the most constraint nodes. They pro-

posed the Expected Lifetime metric, denoting the residual time of a 

node (time until the node will run out of energy). They also de-

signed mechanism to detect energy-bottleneck nodes and to spread 

the traffic load uniformly among them. 

In [12] the authors propose three multipath schemes based on RPL: 

Energy Load Balancing (ELB), Fast Local Repair (FLR) and their 

combination (ELB-FLR).  

In [13] the authors address the imbalance of traffic load among 

gateways. The load balancing between gateways is suggested to re-

duce the traffic congestion thereby enlarging the network capacity. 

They proposed dynamic and distributed load balancing scheme to 

achieve a global load fairness motivated by water flow behaviour 

named Multi-Gateway Load Balancing Scheme for Equilibrium 

(MLEq). 

In [14], the authors design energy balancing routing protocol that 

maximizes the life time of the most constrained nodes. They pro-

posed expected life time metric that suggests residual time of a node 

and hence detect energy-bottleneck nodes and to spread the traffic 

load uniformly among all nodes.   

In [14], the authors suggested neighbourhood metric that would 

suggest quality of neighbouring nodes along with current forward-

ing route. Current forwarding is compared with neighbouring nodes 

for ETX. Hence improved load balancing is obtained.  

In [15], the authors suggested Heuristic Load distribution algorithm 

(HeLD) which achieves a balanced traffic load and improved life 

time when throughput is high. This is based on braided multipath 

RPL extension technique.  

In [16], the authors proposed a new objective function based on 

MHROF. The new OF uses both the traffic profile of the nodes and 

the ETX of the links in order to solve imbalance problem. The pro-

posal is called A LoAd BAlancing Model for RPL (ALABAMO). 

It improves the network life time.  

In [17], the authors proposed multi sink for improved network life 

time. Multi sink technique allows more node to participate in the 

network which reduces the number of hop thus resulting in im-

proved life time. In [18], the authors suggested Bandwidth Alloca-

tion based RPL Load Balancing (BA-LBRPL). They considered 

network resource like bandwidth for parent selection. 

In this article, we introduce a new routing metric called Load Bal-

ancing Index (LBI) for RPL protocol to discover load balanced 

routes in LLNs. Nodes and data sinks form a large scale wireless 

mesh network in which nodes typically send their data packet to 

data sinks in a multi-hop manner. Based on LBI, a leaf node first 

selects the parent with lowest parent count, lowest ETX and Low 

high on remaining energy. Hence LBI is used to calculate rank and 

construct DODAG in RPL.  

3. Load Balancing Characteristics in RPL 

In this section, we give brief overview of Routing Protocol for Low 

Power and Lossy networks (RPL) and explore load balancing char-

acteristics.  

3.1 RPL Overview 

In general, an RPL-based network consists of three types of nodes: 

root node, connecting to another network as a gateway or border 

router (node R); router (nodes A, B, C, D, E, F, G), forwarding to-

pology information and data packets to their neighbours; leaf node 

(nodes H, I, J and K), only joining a DODAG as an end member. 

This is explained in figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction of a DODAG starts at the root node (R), through 

the routers, down to the leaf nodes. The root node broadcasts to its 

sub nodes the DODAG information Object (DIO) messages that 

contain RANK information (like 256, 512,…1280). Once receiving 

DIO messages, a leaf node ( node k) can decide whether to join 

preferred parents E, G and J. The leaf node k, calculates rank ac-

cording to the equations (1) and (2) [RFC 6719].  [11] 

 

Rank(N) = Rank(PN) + RankIncrease                                (1)  

RankIncrease = Step * MinHopRankIncrease                      (2)  

 

Where Step represents a scalar value and MinHopRankIncrease 

represents the minimum RPL parameter. If the node k decides to 

join, then it adds the DIO sender to the candidate parent list. Next, 

the preferred parent, i.e. the next hop to the root, will be chosen 

based on the rank from this list to receive all traffic from the leaf 

node. Then, it computes its own rank with a monotonical increase 

according to the selected OF, in our case LBI. After that, the node 

propagates its own DIO with all updated information to all its 

neighbors including the preferred parent. This process is repeated 

till a path from leaf node to the root is constructed in the form of 

Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG).  

3.2 Load Balancing characteristics in RPL 

 

Load balancing characteristics in RPL can be explained by figure 2. 

The network topology consists of a root node (BR). Nodes K and L 

are routers or preferred parent nodes to A, B, C, D and E. The small 

circles are leaf nodes waiting to join the DODAG by receiving 

RANK properties from the parent nodes K and L. Due to the lack 

of balance algorithm, many leaf nodes may select the same parent 

node and leave other with a few nodes. In this case, parent K has 3 

nodes in its range and L has 2 nodes in its communication range. It 

is observed that many leaf nodes get attached to Parent K which 

already has more child nodes. As a result, parent L will have few 

child nodes. At the next interval, increment in RANK of parent 

nodes will triggers all child nodes to re-select and switch their par-

ent node. This way frequent switching of parent nodes greatly dec-

rements the network efficiency, unstable topology and deplete con-

strained resources. Here we suggest load balancing characteristics 

before we proceed to design load balancing (LBI) metric based 

routing for RPL. 

 

Figure 1: DODAG construction in RPL 
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3.2.1 Stability  

 

RPL based networks are scalable networks with large number of 

nodes. For efficient network performance, network stability is an 

important parameter. Since RPL uses trickle timer to minimize con-

trol traffic overhead, network instability will initiate local /global 

repair mechanisms often. Frequent reboot of trickle timer will result 

in unnecessary use of network resources like memory and power. 

This scenario will generate more number of control traffic. There-

fore, when the RPL network is stable it gives efficient performance 

for all IoT scenario. 

 

3.2.2 Parent Switching 

 

Instability in RPL is the result of load imbalance among various link 

routes. RPL uses RANK property to select parent nodes. When new 

nodes receive DIO from preferred parents it would update its rank 

with low Rank of the DIO received from preferred parent. For ex-

ample, in figure 1, new node K has three DIO message from parent 

nodes E, G and J and it would update its rank with DIO from parent 

node E as it has the lowest rank. Hence, many nodes will join the 

lower rank parent. This will increase the rank value of the parent. 

In the next interval if some other parent has low rank, the nodes 

from the previous parent will leave that parent and join the new 

parent. This way at every network setup the leaf nodes keep switch-

ing their parent. This can hamper the efficiency of RPL perfor-

mance. 

 

3.2.3 Improved Life Time 

 

Load Balancing problems in RPL such as energy hole, bottleneck, 

thundering herd, hotspot, etc. directly affect the node and link re-

sources. Early node death, energy depletion, high occupation of 

bandwidth, buffer occupancy are results of load imbalance. Hence, 

load balancing algorithms need to address these problems so that 

RPL network has improved node and network life time.  

 

3.2.4 Balanced Load Distribution  

 

Many of the problems related to load imbalance in RPL puts uneven 

load among the nodes, routers in the network. Since RPL is a mesh 

and multi-hop network, more load on individual nodes affect not 

only that node but also the entire network. Therefore, there is a great 

need to identify the individual node and link that has more load. 

Designing routing algorithms that would distribute the in an even 

way to improve the network life time and performance. 

 

3.2.5 Improve Network Performance 

 

Standard RPL network performance is analyzed with metrics like 

convergence time, packet delivery ratio, control traffic overhead, 

power consumption and latency. Load Imbalance scenario in RPL 

affect many of these parameters. Hence, load balancing schemes 

need to provide efficient network performance.  

4. lbRPL: Load Balancing Metric based RPL 

In this section, we present the design and properties of load balanc-

ing metric based RPL (lbRPL). The proposal has two steps: Formu-

lation of Load Balancing Index (LBI) and load balanced parent se-

lection for load balanced routing.  

4.1 Load Balancing Index (LBI) 

 

To quantify load balancing in RPL, we introduce a new routing met-

ric for RPL called Load Balancing Index (LBI). LBI has three steps: 

setting up network using ETX, measuring parent count (Pc) and cal-

culating remaining energy of the parent (Pe). A leaf node measure 

how load balanced a parent is in terms of ETX, Pc and Pe. These 

steps are explained below.  

4.1.1 RPL network setup by ETX 

Load balancing in RPL needs to take node and link metrics that en-

hance load balancing characteristics. In this step, we take Expected 

Transmission Count (ETX) for network setup. ETX can be defined 

as the number of transmissions a node expects to make to a desti-

nation in order to successfully deliver a packet. The formula for 

calculating ETX isIt is calculated by the formula in equation (3).  

 

 

Where Df is the measured probability that a packet is received by 

the neighbor and Dr is the measured probability that the acknowl-

edgement packet is successfully received. ETX can be configured 

at root or node using the ocp etx command.  

We chose ETX for network setup than hop count for the reason that 

ETX is an indicator of link quality. If ETX is low then the link qual-

ity is good, i.e., meaning data packets will be delivered in minimum 

number of transmissions. So low ETX value provides network sta-

bility and efficient network performance.  

4.1.2 Parent Count Calculation (Pc) 

In RPL based network, the new node joins the DAG by choosing 

the parent which broadcasts low rank in its DIO message. The lower 

rank indicates that the parent is closer to the sink. We want to cal-

culate the parent count (Pc) of a preferred parent before selecting 

the parent. The path which has less parent count (Pc) will be a step 

closer in making the network balanced. When Pc is more the new 

node will eliminate that parent from selecting. Thus using Pc tech-

nique, we can bring load balance to RPL. Parent count scenario is 

explained in figure 1. The network consists of one sink node (R) 

and ten sender nodes (A, B, C, .., J). k is the new node that wants to 

join the DAG. As node K receives DIO message from preferred 

parents E, G and J. Each of these preferred parents will have differ-

ent ranks namely E=768, G=1024 and J=1280. Now the new node 

need to calculate the Pc as part of its RANK update. It has to choose 

the path which suggests less Pc. The parent count can be obtained 

by the equation (4). 

 

  

 

Applying eq. (4) in the suggested case, new node K will have Pc for 

preferred parents E=2, G=3 and J=4. So it would choose E as the 

preferred parent than G and J. In this way, any new node that wants 

Parent  count (Pc) = 
Parent  Rank- MinRankIncrease

MinRankIncrease
(4) 

Figure 2: Load Imbalance in RPL 

ETX = 1/ (Df * Dr) (3) 
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to join the network will select parents with low Pc. As a result, the 

routes with more number of parent will be avoided and routes with 

less parents will be selected. Thus load balancing can be achieved.  

4.1.3 Remaining Energy of Parent (Pe) 

The new node is successful in calculating Pc of the preferred parent. 

Now, there may be a case where more than one preferred parent will 

have same number of Pc. The leaf node successfully gets the parent 

count, then it also takes in to account the remaining parent energy 

(Pe) of the preferred parents. The new nodes choose parents that 

have high Remaining parent energy (Pe). High remaining parent 

energy (Pe) metric provides improved network life time for nodes 

and DAGs.  

4.2 Parent Selection 

The flow chart of the proposed load balancing metric based RPL 

(lbRPL) is given in figure 3. It gives the message flow of a load 

balanced parent selection.  

As the new node receives DIO from the parent node, it looks to 

satisfy the criteria where Parent count (Pc) is low then it updates its 

rank. If the Pc has the same value for more than one parents, then 

the condition of high remaining Parent energy (Pe) is satisfied. Af-

ter satisfying the conditions, the new node selects load balanced 

parents in hop to routing path. 

5. Simulation Setup and Performance Analysis 

The proposed load balancing metric based routing for RPL (lbRPL) 

is tested under Contiki OS-COOJA simulator. Contiki is an open 

source operating system and specifically designed for Internet of 

Things. It supports IPv6, 6LoWPAN, RPL, etc. It provides the low 

power communication for highly resource constrained devices. The 

lossy nature of wireless medium simulated using UDGM is availa-

ble in COOJA simulator. The simulation parameters are shown in 

table 1. The observed results for lbRPL are compared with standard 

RPL routing metrics such as ETX, Hop Count. The performance 

results are analyzed for load balancing characteristics such as parent 

switching, stability, improved life time, packet delivery ratio and 

control traffic overhead. The values are captured and analyzed from 

Cooja log view, 6LoWPAN packet Analyzer and collect view meth-

ods. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Network setup parameters 
Network Parameters Values 

Simulation Model UDGM 

No. Of Nodes 100 

Area 200mx120m 

Startup Delay 65s 

Routing Metrics ETX, Hop Count and lbRPL 

Channel Channel Check rate 8Hz and Radio 
Channel 26 

TX and INT Range Tx = 50m and INT = 55m 

Simulation Time 600000ms 

 

5.1 Network stability  

Instability in RPL based networks occur due to frequent parent 

switching. Frequent parent switching results in low Imin value. 

Thus frequent network reset generates huge control traffic, energy 

depletion and poor network performance. The parent switch effects. 

Here we analyze the rate at which the parent switch happened. It is 

observed for a number of reconstruction as an indicator. Imin value 

increases when the network is stable. If Imin holds the highest value 

means the network is stable and the parent switch reaches minimum 

level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4, depicts the network stability results in terms of DODAG 

reconstruction. DODAG reconstruction in our case are due to par-

ent switching. The hop count metric show high (70%) of parent 

switching and DODAG reconstruction in comparison to other rout-

ing metrics. Our proposed method lbRPL has improved DODAG 

reconstruction (30%) and the ETX metric 55%. Hop count metric 

takes into account only the minimum hop count, as result more 

DODAG reconstruction occurs due to link failure as well as load 

imbalance. ETX metric is more stable than hop count metric due to 

low link failure. This helps the network to obtain stability after 

some interval of time. lbRPL takes load balancing metrics so that 

network becomes stable in short interval time. This stability hol;ds 

for Imax period. Therefore, lbRPL improved network stability by 

reducing the number of parent switch. 

5.2 Network Life Time 

Network life time is a prominent criterion for evaluating load bal-

ancing for resource constrained devices. The experiment carried out 

and it is based on number of nodes participating in the network. 

Figure 5, shows the simulated results. The hop count metric has low 

node participation (61) and lbRPL metric has high node participa-

tion (76). In RPL network, joining of leaving of nodes need to be 

smooth. Due to load imbalance and related problems, if the leaf 

nodes face difficulty in parent selection then it results in low node 

participation. Hop count metric takes only hop count metric which 

results in low node participation. On the other hand, lbRPL takes in 

to account, parent count, remaining parent energy and ETX having 

more node participation. After many intervals, node participation 

will play a crucial role in extending network life time. When many 

nodes join the network, schemes to improve network life time such 

Figure 3: Flow chart for load balanced parent selection 

Figure 4: DODAG Reconstruction Percentage 
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as multi parent, multi route, load distribution, etc. can be imple-

mented. Thus improved node participation paves way for improv-

ing network life time.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Packet Delivery Ratio 

 

Packet Delivery Ratio observed in the simulation is shown in figure 

6. The obtained results are compared for standard routing metrics 

ETX and Hop Count and proposed routing metric lbRPL. The PDR 

for ETX is 96.74% which is good. On the other hand, PDR for hop 

count has low value (95%). lbRPL performs slightly better than hop 

count and little lower than ETX. The high PDR in routing metrics 

ETX and lbRPL are due to he fact that these metrics provide link 

reliability for successful packet delivery than hop count. Our pro-

posed method performs little lower than standard ETX but it also 

provides network stability by choosing load balanced parents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Control Traffic Overhead 

 

Control Traffic overhead is an important parameter to analyze the 

traffic pattern and the network load. RPL used Internet Control 

Message Protocol (ICMPv6) to construct and maintain RPL net-

work. Routing decisions are handled by RPL and control messages 

are handled by ICMPv6. ICMPv6 consist of five messages: 

DODAG Information Object (DIO), DODAG Information Solici-

tation (DIS), Destination Advertisement Object (DAO), DAO Ac-

knowledgment (DAO-ACK) and Consistency Check (CC). Load 

imbalance problems create huge control traffic overhead. The sim-

ulated results related to Control Traffic Overhead is shown in Fig-

ure 7. It is observed that DIO messages form the major part of the 

control traffic. Then DIS and DAO and other control traffics are a 

few. The results suggest high control traffic for ETX and strangely 

low control traffic for hop count metric. The ETX calculation takes 

more packet transmission from sender nodes to the sink and vice- 

versa.  However, after a few intervals, when the network setup is 

over, the control message for ETX is few but hop count metric con-

tinue to generate. These extremes are well managed by lbRPL. Due 

to load balancing, the lbRPL shows improved and stable perfor-

mance during network setup as well after many intervals. Hence, 

control traffic over head is directly proportional to the stability and 

load balance of the RPL network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

Routing in RPL based IoT networks has many schemes for routing 

optimization, energy efficiency, improve stability and less schemes 

to tackle load imbalance. In this article, we designed a new metric 

called Load Balancing Index (LBI), consisting of composite routing 

metrics ETX, parent count and parent remaining energy. This met-

ric helps the leaf node to select load balanced parents and paths 

from leaf node to the sink node. The proposed scheme takes in to 

account node and link metrics that help load balanced routing. The 

proposed scheme shows improved results.  In future, LBI will be 

extended up to DODAG and Multi DODAG level. In RPL network, 

every node sends sensed data with different periodic intervals. As a 

consequence, the radio duty cycle of parent or forwarding nodes are 

active all the time which results in energy hole or load imbalance. 

Therefore, new tree structure to group nodes based on reporting 

time interval or event rate will extend network life time.  
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